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Agenda

1) Brief presentation of SOUL model at The American Women’s College 

(TAWC)

2) Description of how TAWC combines various streams of data

3) Small groups - How can combining data and using predictive analytics and 

adaptive technology in short course cycles impact advising, course design, 

and assessment practices?

4) Large group - Share benefits to student learning, persistence, and mastery 

5) Summary - Compare to the benefits TAWC has identified



Outcomes

By the end of the sessions, participants will be able to:

1) Describe key elements and benefits of adaptive learning, 

2) Describe how siloed data can be combined to drive changes to academic 

advising and course design

3) Describe how shorter cycles of assessment impact student learning

4) Describe how defining assessment broadly supports an ecosystem for 

student success



The ‘New Normal’ College Student

74%
One 

nontraditional
characteristic

66%
Transfer

62%
Working

28%
Dependent(s)

63%
First gen
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“It is impossible to redesign students to fit into a 
system, but we can re-design a system for 

students. This can be the difference between 
success or failure for our students that need the 

promise of higher education the most.”

- Joseph South, Office of Ed Tech, US DOE
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Brief Introduction to SOUL Model



SOUL Model
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Ecosystem of Supportive Practices



Deep Dive into Three Components



Adaptive Course Design



Adaptive Learning
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Course Design Process

● Planful selection for adaptive based on course content and data

● Backwards design - mapping course competencies and breaking 

concepts down into the most granular levels

● Adaptive - lower level Bloom’s taxonomy; higher level weekly 

assignments in LMS

● Determine knowledge to begin learning map

● Map learning activities across disciplines when concepts are integral to 

student learning in other disciplines

● Use OER content as much as possible 
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Academics & Instructional Designers
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Course Design & Assessment

● Learning outcomes and assessment built into course design

○ Granular-level learning activities on individualized maps

○ Faculty can view and evaluate student learning and provide 

personalized, high-touch support 

○ Students and faculty on the same page about student learning

○ Students’ metacognition about their learning enhanced

○ Aggregated course-level data allow us to pinpoint learning activities 

with which students struggle, facilitating redesign of learning 

activities and course content
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Wraparound Support



Wrap-Around Support Using Student Data

Quantitative

Course access
Time on task
Completion
Achievement

Qualitative

Life events
Trouble with tech
Tutoring requests
Satisfaction
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Student-Centered Use of Data
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Accelerated Assessment Cycles



Assessment of Student Learning 

● Institution-wide annual Assessment Institute in May

● Acceleration facilitates assessment in shorter cycles

● Program-level rubrics embedded in courses as ungraded 

assignments; pre- and post-tests

● Core curriculum uses VALUE rubrics

● KP data on student mastery (or not) of specific concepts

● Data on course completions, success rates, retention

● Assessment of student learning drives prioritization of course 

redesigns
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Building an Assessment Infrastructure
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Small Group Questions



Summary

For more information:

Maura Devlin
413-565-1287

mdevlin@baypath.edu


